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One Way to Model the Influence of Heterogeneous Micro

Stresses on Damage

L. Schreiber

The stresses, which in continuum mechanics are attributed to a singular material point, are the averages

of a distinctly non—homogeneous distribution of stresses within the neighbourhood of the point. This

neighbourhood has to be both sufiiciently small to still be called a point from the macroscopical point of

view, and large enough to contain a statistically adequate number of difierent values, so that the process

of averaging doesn’t depend on the actual size of the neighbourhood. Such a neighbourhood is called a

represenative volume element (RVE), the size of which is determined by a characteristic length differing

for each material. The aforementioned homogenization by averaging has no ill consequences as long as

the disregarded peaks are endured by the material in any case. But a model describing material behaviour

in continuum damage mechanics (CDM) may risk ignoring the main reason for growth of damage if it

were to apply the view of continuum mechanics without critical reflection.

In this paper, a model is proposed that pays attention to the roughness of stress distributions observable

on a smaller scale by way of a scalar internal variable, which can be viewed as the 2nd moment of those

distributions. In the case of homogeneous stress distributions the variable would vanish. The evolution

of damage is designed to be only slightly connected with this variable, because it only influences the da-

mage threshold. For the roughness variable itself a simple evolution equation is proposed. To give an

example, the damage model is applied to a strip offibre-enforced laminate erposed to a process of cyclic

pure bending.

1 Background

In the recent endeavour to describe anisotropic behaviour of a damaged, originally isotropic material, as

it is observed in experiments, there are several proposals as to how to define suitable internal variables in

the form of tensors from 0th to 8th order. A detailed survey is found in Krajcinovic (1984). A systematic

way of defining damage tensors is to develop the scalar—valued space— and orientation-dependent crack

density into a generalized Fourier series of spherical functions. This method devised by Onat and Leckie

(1988), also adopted by Lubarda and Krajcinovic (1993), provides for tensors of any order. However,

in order to change a formerly isotropic linear elastic behaviour, governed by Young’s modulus E and

Poisson’s ratio 1/, into an orthotropic one, only seven further independent parameters are needed, all but

one could be taken from a symmetric damage tensor of 2nd order D.

Some models found in the literature within this narrowed scope are those which follow from a thermo—

dynamic potential by derivation with respect to an associated force (Chaboche et. al., 1995). These

models, like the ones already mentioned in Lubarda and Krajcinovic (1993), are not readily interpreted

in a physical, or geometrical way. On the other hand, there are damage theories which take geometrical

properties of the cracks into consideration, like the unit normal 5 to the crack surface Ak of kth crack of

all cracks inside the volume VRVE of the RVE multiplied either dyadically with the discontinuity vector

b between the two faces A: and A): (A;C : A: + Ag) of the crack, see Dragon (1995),

1 d a 3
D: H T ' :— a a :

QVRVE 2k A:(b®n+n®b)dA or D AEk:/Akn®ndA A 26:14}, (1)

 

or with itself, respectively, see Murakami and Ohno (1981). The first theory has the drawback that it

yields zero if all the cracks are closed. The latter relates one damage induced quantity to another, i.e.

the oriented surface ii dA to the surface A itself. Instead, the damage quantity should be referred to the

RVE observed.

The tensor—valued damage variable D in the present paper deviates in this point from Murakami’s
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proposal. Furthermore, it is accompanied by a scalar—valued variable, which in other cases could be the

specific void volume. Here, to be able to describe cracks of negligible volume, this variable is chosen to

measure the heterogeneity of the stress distribution.

2 A Measure of Roughness

A lot of materials used in mechanical or structural engineering, e.g. fibre-enforced plastic or reinforced

concrete, cannot be produced without being damaged right from the beginning. In both cases a decrease

in volume, which accompanies the setting of the matrix-to—be, is counteracted by the inlying fibres or

steel rods. This causes very high tension stresses in the matrix material, which even under the smallest

of loads lead to a multitude of micro cracks, if not already at the time of production. For example, a

composite of matrix and two equally distributed layers of fibre, orthogonal to each other, which occupy

20% of the volume, may be represented by a cube containing 4 rigid cylinders, pairwise parallel in

two layers orthogonal to each other. The image of the whole structure being nothing other than the

continuation of like cubes in every direction leads to simple boundary conditions on the sides of the cube

(fixed at the bottom, inplane dislocations at the walls, normal dislocations at the top in the form of

rigid body motion). An FE—calculation of the cube for the above conditions, elastic matrix behaviour

and an assumed volume decrease of 3% gives a very heterogeneous distribution of stresses with peaks,

which exceed the average by almost 70%, even along the most ’neutral’ straight line from the middle of

top to the middle of bottom, which keeps the greatest distance from all fibres.

Obviously, this example is a bit overdone, because there are no such things as rigid fibres and overall

contact between fibre and matrix, as assumed. Also the shrinking starts when the matrix is still fluid and

able to yield to forces, although decreasingly so. However, the argument applies only to the magnitude of

the stress peaks but not to the phenomenon, which is well known to all producers of reinforced plastics.

The stresses attributed to a material point, which in continuum mechanics takes on the role of the related

EVE, is nothing more or less than the average of the micro stresses Tu inside the volume.

1

T : — T dV

VRVE / u

VRVE

In the above-mentioned example, where the forces in matrix and fibre balance each other, T would be

zero. A measure for the roughness of the micro stresses can be taken from the higher moments of the

stress distribution, the already introduced average being the first of them. For the sake of simplicity the

2nd moment of the difference stresses should suffice:

 

1

7" Z

VRVE

/ (T, — T) - (T, — T) dV (2)

VRVE

(The dot denotes the scalar Valued product between tensors of 211d order.)

This quantity will be treated as an internal variable from now on. It will need an initial value as well

as an evolution equation, the latter having to owe to the experience that early damage reduces peaks of

stress and thus evens out heterogeneity or roughness. On the other hand, increasingly growing damage

means the degradation of the material leading to greater heterogeneity.

3 Damage Model

The damage model (Schreiber, 1998) used here turns on the existence of a damage variable that could

be calculated given the precise geometrical description of all the surfaces At of all the pores and cracks

within a representative volume of known size (l : $4333),

D __ 1

—l—2 n®ndA 1422141;q

A k
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This differs from Murakamin and Ohno (1981), ref, equation (1b) in the reference quantity. There are

more measures to be calculated in a like manner from the same information given hypothetically above,

especially tensors of similar construction, but of odd order. They drop out of consideration because there

are geometric forms of cracks to be thought of, e.g. penny—shaped ones with no crack volume at all. For

these the calculation of damage tensors of odd order evens out to zero. Variables which do not register

certain shapes of damage do not seem to be adequate.

As there is no possibility of getting all the information on damage as supposed above, the damage tensor

D will be treated from now on as an internal variable. Given the availability of reasonable initial values,

there will be an evolution equation.

The influence, the accumulated damage has on the stress-strain relation, is formulated following Lemai—

tre’s concept of equivalent strain. The strain which shows in the damaged material is that which could

be observed in an undamaged material subjected to the effective stresses T, which are considerably

higher than the nominal stresses T, because damage reduces those parts of material still carrying load

(Lemaitre, 1992), The difference between both states of stress is induced by damage:

T : T — TA(D) (4)

In other words, T are the stresses to be observed in an experiment or those the balance of momentum

deals with, while T has its place in the stress—strain relation. The solutions found in the literature

regarding the problem of how to expand Lemaitre’s one—dimensionally posed equation fr 2 0(1 — d) to

3—dimensionality sometimes involve symmetrizing tensor operations with a 2nd order damage tensor,

ref. Cordebois and Sidoroff, 1982, or Chaboche, 1992; in some cases one uses a 4th order damage effect

tensor M(D) (Chaboche, 1992). Deviating from these proposals, the present paper tries to focus on

the damage induced difference TA: given some non—zero D there are eigenvalues d, and eigenvectors

to be calculated from D, which allow for and D being transformed to a base system in which both

tensors take the form

A C71 T12 7’13 d1

T Z 0'2 T23 D Z d2

With terms out of both, some switch functions are formulated using i : 1, 2, 3 to give the number of the

eigenvalue:

5r" for .7:>0

h,- : di<m)o MacCauley-brackets: : { 0 for x < 0 (5)

These functions show up in the damage induced stress tensor TA in equation (4):

h10’1 min(L_frm,1)T12 Inin(w7 1)T13

TA : [1202 mimw, 1)T23

[1303

sym

The particular form of this relation refers to a certain interpretation of equation (3): a damage tensor

that looks like

d

D: 0

referring to some coordinate system, can only be the outcome of equation if there is a distribution

of cracks, the surface normal of all showing in the 1—direction of the coordinate system. A somewhat

extreme example for this special case is a pack of cards, which endures forces of compression but not of

tension in the 1—direction (therefore the MacCauley bracket in the switch functions). The other directions

carry tension and compression forces as well. The plane normal to 1 doesn’t carry shear forces either, i.e.

in equation (6) all positions have to appear which cannot carry loads, in this case [11,12,13]Sym. The
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model as described still has a lot of symmetries, e.g. taking simply the mean on the off-diagonal positions

is as unfounded as the equivalence of the positions on the diagonal, but on the background of lacking

experimental evidence, the proposed relation seems to be the simplest that meets the considerations.

4 Growth of Damage for Isotropic Materials

Realizing that there are lots of materials which have a prolonged alternating stress strength, a surface

quite similar to the yield surface of plasticity is formulated in the stress space. A state of effective stress

T inside this surface, or damage threshold, implies no growth of damage. For an isotropic material this

could be

A very simple and obvious way to include the internal variable 7°, defined in equation (2), is to combine

it with kg (square of the radius of the damage threshold), as it is of the same dimension. Proposing that

always 0 S 7" S kg, the damage threshold for isotropic materials shall be:

S:T-T—(k0—r):0 (7)

When in the pfcess of loading T crosses the threshold the growth of damage shall start smoothly. So

only that part T of the effective stresses propels the evolution of damage, which overshoots the threshold:

k _ r 7 > 1 : Tbelow threshold

T : ßT with [7’ : (l —— 7)] and “y : P A 7 : 1 : Tmeets threshold (8)

T i T 7 < 1 : overshoots threshold

 

The eigenvalues f,- of this tensor are thoseof T scaled by ß. Referring to the principal axes of T damage

evolves with the positive eigenvalues of T in form of a power law:

m m) = Ma“;
‘ i — E 2 reference value, e.g. Young’s modulus

D z m2) (9)
) p, O’ I material constants identified from

. 3
Wohler-lines out of fatigue tests

This assumption is made for the sake of simplicity and will be taken to hold in the same way for orthotro—

pic materials too. For a better fitting of the model to experimental evidence, additional versatility of its

classical form can be reached by replacing the constants p and oz by functions, e.g. of the state of damage

or of stress rates, either both depending on a suitable invariant or each on the rate 75,-, which correlates

with the eigenvalue t,. Some further proposals can be found in Chaboche (1988). The necessity and

complexity of such an endeavour can only be judged by suitable experimental data, not yet available.

5 Application to Fibre Enforced Laminates

Following the classical theory of laminates such a structure is built from thin layers of unidirectional

fibres embedded in matrix material, each layer in ideal contact with the other. One unidirectional layer

is seen as of transversally isotropic material, the x—direction along the fibres being the main direction of

anisotropy. In Voigt’s notation the stress—strain relation given in principal axes is:

0'3; C1 CZ Cg 6:5

(Ty 02 C3 C4 Q;

~_ 0'; _ Cg C4 C3 (z __ ..

t — a, - c, „y — Q6 (10)

711:2 CS 7.1»:

Tyz %(03 “ C4) 72/2

(From here on the z-coordinate is assumed to be normal to the layers.)
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In the same notation a transformation of for Einto coordinates, which differ by an angle of rotation oz

about 2:, turns out to be a matrix product, e.g. f : in which Q is composed of products of sin oz and

cos oz. This leads to a simple transformation formula for the stiffness matrix Q.

Now the way is open for transforming the stiffness matrices of the single unidirectional layers into a

common coordinate system, where they are added up to become the resulting stiffness matrix K of the

laminate according to the rules of the theory of mixtures, i.e. each weighted by the ratio Hl/H, H, being

the thickness of the lth single layer of N layers.

m
m

N

[Z] HZZHI

l:1

N

5:22
l:1

The material to be discussed in the later example is assumed to consist of equally distributed layers of

two directions, namely :l:3()° from the common symmetry line, with enough layers to the EVE to meet

the aformentioned conditions of continuum mechanics. For such a structured laminate the outcome of

the procedure described above is the stiffness matrix I_{,

[(1 [(3 I"; = 901 + 602 + C3 + 1205

K2 K4 K5 K2 = 301 + 1002 + 30 — 12057 7 ’ 0 A = 12C 40
If __ i 1X3 [X5 1X5 [(4 = Cl + 602 ’l‘ 903 + 1205 2; _ 4C 2++1204

~“ 16 K7 K7 = 301 —602 +303 +405 ,5’ Z 2 4
K6 — 16GB

[(8 [(8 = - 2C4 + 1205

[(9 [(9 603 — 6C4 + 405

an example of what is called orthotropic material.

The same path will be followed to construct an appropriate damage threshold for layered materials from

single—layer criteria, now to be defined: in the same way as (7) was derived from an analogon in the theory

of plasticity, the same can happen here because of a yield surface which Hill stipulated for transversally

isotropic materials back in 1948. From his proposal a lot of different failure criteria for laminates were

derived, on the merits and drawbacks of which a good survey is given in Puck (1996). The form of the

damage threshold for a unidirectional laminate stipulated here follows the general lines of those models

but distinguishes between the different mechanisms of laminate fracture under tension and compression

by means of MacCauley—brackets:

    

v txw 2 tar: 2 tyy 2 tyy 2 tzz 2 tzz 2 tiy + tiz täz

5:— + _ +— <—_>+< >+< _>+———‚—— —1=0
RH RII Hi RL RJ. Hi R1“ RiJ.

The material constants R”, BIT, RL, RI, Hi”, and RLL are failure stresses resulting from different

experiments to be carried out on specimens of unidirectional material. The tests are sketched in figure

1 below, each of them attributing to a certain mode of failure observable in laminates. Those on the

right—hand side of the dashed line refer to modes of laminate failure which, for the sake of limited

complexity, are ignored further in this paper. Apart from this, it remains to be discussed whether the

above—mentioned failure stresses should be those at which an obvious breaking of material occurs or

rather these stresses at which the first peak of crack events is detected by an acoustic measuring device.

TR" I P1

: ß

 

Figure 1, Six Different Experiments for Unidirectional Laminates



The most prominent of those failure stresses is R”, which takes over the role of kg of the isotropic formu—

lation So, combined with the measure of roughness r, the damage threshold for one unidirectional

layer takes the form

A t t t t2 +t§z 252,

ST, 2 —”2+ ——’”’2+ —“2 ——“’, +——y —1—p:0 (11)

7'

= — 0< <1
12)

p Rfi _p_
(

Of course, there are several layers to one material point (EVE), assumed to differ only in terms of fibre

orientation. The layers, indexed by I, each have their own damage threshold according to the above

definition (11). The averaging is done by transforming the strain tensor into the coordinate system of

each layer l in order to determine the effective stresses T1 in this layer by means of the unidirectional

stress—strain relation (10). Suppose a fraction 71T; of T1 fulfils the condition set by equation (11), then

in the same way, it was shown in equation (8), the amount by which T1 surpasses the layer’s damage

threshold can be calculated to be Tl : ßlTl.

      

. 1——‚0

ßl : (1 — 7,)1 With 71: t t t f t? Hf t? (13)

<E‚f>2+<Ryf>2+<ä’j>Ä+—iq7*+ R2:

The contribution of layer l to the evolution of damage in the material point obserVed is (according to

the principal axes of T1) postulated to be:

p<%§1—>“
1

D1 = if} p<%if>a D Z ZQtTDlQl (14)
l

14%)“

In this t, are the principal values of T; which are scaled down by ßl to the extent to which they actually

participate in the damaging process. Q, are the tensors of transformation between the principal axes of

T1 and the common coordinate system. Young7s modulus E in eq. (9), being a parameter of isotropy,

is replaced as a reference magnitude by the more appropriate quantity C1, the most prominent of the

material parameters of the unidirectional stress—strain relation (10).

6 Process of Cyclic Pure Bending

A flat, thin, straight specimen of constant cross-section made of the previously mentioned material (layers

in two equally distributed directions of i30°)‚ clamped at one end and subjected to a temporal changing

of the angle of inclination about its broad axis y suffers a moment of bending, which is constant along .7;

(long direction). The resulting deformation is therefore of constant curvature KZ; Bernoulli’s kinematics

is applied.

The geometrical aspects of plate bending apply, i.e. there is no deformation in y—direction, and the small

thickness in z—direction justifies the approximation that all stresses are zero except aw and cry. The usual

conclusions are:

 

_ _ _ _ 72

0-2 “ Txy * sz w Tyz i 0 1&3

__ _ __ :> 62 Z —‘ 7 65,;

Cy —" exy — Emz — Eyz Z 0 [X6

With this and equation (10) all Tl(l : 1,2) are determined, because the deformation Ex follows from

%T ; 0<ng

6;„:rc(t)z:remaxzf(t) f(T:t—nT): 2—%7’ ; %<T_<_% 71:1‚2,

—5+%T ; %<TST

to be a given function of position and time. Now for any orientation of any layer the condition of further
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damage growth (13) can be examined. It yields

1/1_

V1:72:7Z[{(Cl,...,C5;R”,R_L,RJ_H)€w(z ti fl12fl22fl2(1—7>1 (15)

 

in which K is a constant resulting from almost all the material parameters. There is no growth of damage

if Ex < 0 and if ß : 0. The latter is a condition which it is always possible to check for any given z.

If there is damage growth, the biggest component of is supposed to be the one indexed 11. It is on

this component d : du that the attention is focused from now on.

- 1 — t C“
(HLQMJw)ad = pF_;fli]

C1

= q (we) — \/1- p) (16)

Again, as far as possible, all constants are bundled in q and Q; C is z normalized by the thickness H

of the specimen. As f(t) is given, and the assumption is sound that r changes so slowly that it can be

viewed as constant during one cycle, the growth of damage Ad during this cycle can be calculated for

any position C : z/H.

_ W“ a 1-P a“

A(“O—MM)C (1— QC > T

 

This growth per cycle gives an opportunity to define an evolution law for d (in this specific process) on

a slower time scale. The superposed o denotes a rate, which is the average of the rate denoted by a dot.

The thus defined evolution law is complemented by another evolution law for the normalized roughness

variable p of the micro stresses, left open until now.

 

O ._ £31 __ a —m oz+1

d “ T “qC (1 QC > (17)

2;: q1—md—M1—mp (m)

The latter gives form to the requirements outlined in section 2.

7 Results and Conclusions

All the following results are based on selected, not experimentally determined values for the dimensionless

parameters, i.e. ä :10‘5,Q : 6.25, a : 2, a : 2.10“5 and b : 10‘5. The initial values in each position

(j, for which numerical calculations were run, were p : 0.5 and d : 0. The results shown refer to 7

different positions zj, equally distributed over half of the specimen’s thickness. All calculations were

continued as long as the damage in the outmost layer didn’t reach d = 1.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the damage com—

ponent d plotted against the number of cycles n.

C : 1/2 denotes the outer surface where damage

grows most rapidly; C = O means the middle sur—

face of the specimen. A significant aspect of these

curves is the over-proportional growth of damage,

0 number of Cycles n 8,105 which without the quantity 7* would turn out to

be strictly linear.

 

0

Figure 2. Damage at Various Heights in Specimen

The distribution of damage along C is qualitatively correct, but far from what experimental observations

(although in metallic specimens) demand, Owing to the peculiar form of D, according to equation (9),

the profile d(() is approximately similar to (a, see equation (17), in other words much too shallowly

curved. The slope of d should stay near zero in wide inner regions and then take a steep increase on the

last [rm towards the outer surface of the specimen.
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Figure 3. Normalized Roughness of Micro Stresses Figure 4. Moment of Bending

In Figure 3 the evolution of the normalized roughness p, ref. equation (12), of the micro stresses is

depicted. The homogenizing effect of primary damage, as well the increase of heterogeneity towards

higher values of damage is quite evidently to be seen.

The diagram in Figure 4 shows a quantity which, contrary to the two above, can be measured in a real

experiment, i.e. the resultant moment of bending. Of this quantity it is well known, at least for metallic

specimens, that its value stays constant for a great number of cycles before it decreases dramatically.

The curve shown resembles the real behaviour (of metals) to some extent, but still not in a satisfactory

way. The ability of the proposed model to reflect the real behaviour of laminates and other materials

will be the object of future work in theoretical and experimental research.
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